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Dear Mr. ogers:
For the first tirae in the history of Islam in Indonesia, the

ulama-the most respected teachers and scholars of the religious comunity--
have spoken as a group on a political matter. It is an event of the
greatest historical importance.

The Ulama Comerence of 193, held in iedan from April ll to
April l, is a milestone in thepost-revolutionaz transition of Islam
in Indonesia. In the first years of this century the influence of Islam
was segmented and limited to the religious life of the village masses.
e next thirty years sa the gradual but ftmdamental eorientation of Islam
in the gro.bh of Moslem political and social organizations on national
level, lhde)0endence hss now gre.s..tly accelerated the emergence of Islam
as a nstional political end social force, es.ecilly through the
activities of the Masj,umi politicsl .srt.v and the goverrnoent Ministry of
Religion.

Notwithstanding the msny failings and sho-tcomings of islam in
the archi:eligo, I believe that the, development toward unlty and ideological
self-stuficiency within the Moslem communi is of greater long-.term
significance than the more sensational manuverings of the small ndonesian
C ozunist Party. The modest but definite success of the Ulama onference
is a major step in this development.

ie functional meaning of the term ulama is as difficult to pin
do;n as the meaning of the honorific "eldesgteman’’ in American political
life. Its literal meaning in Arabic is "-the learned", specifically those
,Io are ’learned in Moslem law and theology. Since there is no church
organization in Islam, a role of great influence has traditionally been
given to the scholars of the Moslem scriptures and law collections. In
the age of Mohamvad and the theocratic state of the first caliphs, hhe
ulama did not exist as an institution, but the later centuries of dedllne
and-----issemins.tlon gave increasing authority to the "learned. ’ bii]e the
schol’_r-officials of Im-,erial China, .the ul_ama are not ested, accredi..ted
or certificated in any formal -my. They are recognized not by the
:overrm,ent, but by the comuunity itself. G.e n.erally, the apellation
ulama imolies not bhIy the possession of broad religious and legal
.mo.z--edge, but also the a-o..,...olicstion of ths.t knowledge in ..uiding
and instructing the M oslem co.,unitjo

e tem u!oma was not in enersl usage in indonesia before
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war, yet the regional titles for Moslem teachers were universally known: in
Java, _teg_in AtJeh, aud s_e._c_h_ in ether Darts of Sumatra an in the north,rn

islands. It is important to realize that these titles are by no means equivi].ent
to Many modernists atibute the sunerficial penetration of Islam in many
parts of Ironesia to the sk. religious and general knowledge of these old-
style religious teachers; the village teachers were rarely ul in any real sense.
The effect Of the Ulama Conference was thus to emphasize and dramatize the fact
that religious authority in Islam should be based on broad knowledge and egucation.

Observers at the conference cohld not help no ting that a great percentage
of the ulama in attendence are now officials of the various branches of the government
MTuistry of Religion. Thus, a mere glance at tb.e conference roster brings two vital facts
about Islam in Indonesia into focus: Firstly, the very fact of a national ulama con-
ference means the recognition of a religious authority above that of the kia.is and
se in the villages; the isolated domain of the old religious leaders is being
invaded, an a single Indonesian Moslem community is being created out of the’many
Moslem communities of former days. Secondlytat the informal structure of the Moslem
religious co,unity is closely intertwined with the formal structure of government
at certain levels.

Almost every day during my three months of research in Ndau, I have heard
som Moslem say, "Islam and polities cannot be separated." The Ulama Conference is
sufficient proof that Indonesian Moslems have no intention of allowiug the two to be
separated. decisions of the Conference have now been published in the form of
fatwa (instructions) to Indonesian Moslems. The short, unequivical statements on
the General Election and the proposed Islmuic Constitution for Indonesia will
certainly become powerful weapons in the hands of the MasJumi and the smaller Moslem
political parties in the coming months.

The separate instruction on the coming General Election illustrates the
authoritative tone of the decisions reached:

27 RAJAB TO I SJA’BAN, 1372 (April 11-15, 1953)

Instructs the Entire Indonesian
Moslem Cummunity that:

Every Indonesian citizen of Islamic Religion,
male or female, who has the right to vote
according to the General Election Law:

a. IS REQUIRED to excerciSe the right to
vote by registering and casting a
ballot at the time of the election.

b. IS REQUIRED to vote onl for candidates
dedicated to the implementation of the
teachings and laws of Islam in the State.

Although the ulama attended the conference as individuals, the plain fact is
that the very great majority of them are members of the Masjumi political party.
The effect of the fatwa on tBe General Election is to give religious sanction and
backing to the MasJumi political camoaign. Masjumi critics therefore charge that
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the religious position of the ulama is being msed for purely political purposes.
TI’ nsl answer, of course, is that, "Isl nd politics cannot "be separated" and
that the ul__ are 5y no means obliged to limit their attention to purely religious
matters.

An interesting debate arose during the conference concerning the fate of those
Moslems who o not vote according to the instructions of the ulam____a. One speaker
recommended that they be declared 0, or unbelievers. Another com.ared Islam to
an organization and proposed that all "members" who fail to fulfill their obligations
be "expelled.". Both suggestions were strongly opposed by moderates and rejected by
the conference.

I have asked several Moslem scholars wheter the .atwa were to be considered
"binding" on Indonesian Moslems, in view of the moderate stand taken on the issue of
voting. They answered that the rendering of fatwa is a responsibility which the ulam..__.a
cannot shirk. Moslems are similarly bound to listen to the concensus of opinion of
the religious scholars, but they can decide on their own course of action as their
consciences dictate. Thus, the ulama are entrusted to advise, but not to Judge human
conduct; Judgment is entirely in the Trends of God.

My .imPression is tb2t this subtle--and somewhat modernistic--definition of the
authority of the ulama has little meanin in the villages where the religious leaers
are highly respected and greatly feared. The strong wording of the fatwa on the
General Election implies that the ulam___._a themselves realize that their words will be
presented to the villagers as binding directives an not merely as expert advice.

The generally moderate tone of the Ulama Conference was further displayed in
the simple seven point statement of principles for te proposed Islamic Constitution
for Indonesia. TBe final concensus of the ulama was that the details of constitution-
making should be left to legal experts in a future constitutional assembly. Although
their statement would allow considerable latitude in the definition of a future
Islamic State in Indonesia, it is not in the least ambiguous:

ESSENTIALS OF AN SI_ I:.O,!IC CONSTITUTION

I. Sovereignty is wholly in the hands of
Allah, ar povr to regulate the State
of Indonesia is entrusted by Allah to
the Peoole of Indonesia, to be excercised
throu.h parliamentary means within the
limits of Islamic law and for the spiritual
and material well-being of hu.Rnity.

2. The foundation of the State is Islam.

3. The legal basis of te State is the
Koran and Hadith.

The form of the State is republican.

T Chief of State is an In4onesian
citizen of Moslem faith.

6. Human rights:

a. The State fully .guarantees the
basic human rights, among them:



freedom of person, religion, thought and opinion,
organization and assembly, an the freedom to
possess private oroperty.

b. Each person (male or female) is entitl to
equal and just treatment in law, social affairs,
education, and economic and social affairs.

7. The economy is rellated by the State for the advantage
and well-bein of the entire neople.

The statement does not mince wors, and it-can be hoped that it will add substance
to the debate now raging over the desirability of an Islamic State.

The statement of eual rights for women is especially note%worthy, as are the
absence of any mention o the Sjafi’i school of Mosle law, the stress on human rights
in general an4 the separat article on government guidance of the economy. All these
may be considere4 in line with the thinkin of the modernist, mildly socialist group
among Moslem leaders.

The refusal of the conference to enter into a more detailed discussion of the
Islamic State may well have been a matter of principle, yet I gained the impression
from the proceedings that it was also a matter of practical necessity. In talks with
some of the most informed Moslem leaders, I have foun4 only the most rudimentary idea
of how the Islamic State they so enthusiastically ropose will unction in Indonesia.
For this very reason, the Pakistan Constitution;when completed, is boudd to have a
pro Coun effect in Moslem circles in Indonesia. In the meantime, the proposal for an
Indonesian Islamic State will continue to sound like empty camoaining to many
nationalists until its basic concepts are given a clearer definiti,on. Many will
continue to see that definition in the harsh theocracy of the Darul Islam rebels in
West Java and South Sulawesi. The statement of the [ama Conference is a first step,
but it is only a beginning.

A third maor point debated was the proper role of the ulam____a in Indonesia
society. I have discusse4 this point at some len.th with Ghazali Hs_san, the
dynamic young Moslem lea<er who organized an4 planned the Ulama Conference. I
believe his viewpoint, which I have paraphrased belong, brings out a vitally
important aspect of Islam’s current development in Indonesia;

"Last year, I be,an to see indications that Islam was declining, in influence
in tho villages. Conditions were such that a party could rise and osper on an
anti-Islamic program. Too many of the u.lama had left their communities to tae jobs
in the Religious Affairs OfFices in the cities. Something had to be done to awa,en
the la_, for they were asleep, ignorant o the rel c.ne of Isl. I got the
iS.ea of a conference of ulam____a from all over Indonesia as an answer to this problem.
At first, many of the parties opposed the idea. They were afraid that we would form
a new party. But @at we need is not more, but fewer parties. I went ahead."

The wholesale 4erart.re of Moslem ]_eaders from their local communities to
assume jobs in the Ministry of Religion is indeed a development of first imoortane.
N’erever I bare gone in Java and Sumatra, I have fomd the important Moslem scholars
an4 writers sittin behind c]esks in government offices. An Indonesian friend of
dme Tut it this wa3,: "Before the war, the ulama spoke directly to the people. The
eop!e of the vil]_ae woul come an say’ Nay Paoa, what about this problem?’ "
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The influence of the ulam____Aa was very reat. Now they work in an office forty miles
or and write all the answers in little brochures which no one wants to read and which
the village people can’t read anyhow."

Tb2 conference instruction on the role of the ulam____.Aa did not mention the
roblem of government employment, and I have foun few ulam____a who consider the matter
a roblem in any sense. The local effects which disturb Ghazali Hasan so much are
not likely temporary, for th Islamic schools in Indonesia are full o future
religious scholars and leaders. The effect o government employment and bureacuratic
life on t.e ulam____Aa themselves is another matter; it is bound to influence and change the
attitudes of those men ho are mot influential in forming opinion in the Moslem
community. The change in status of so many Indonesian ulama and its effect on the
Moslem elite an ieolo in Indonesia would make an extremely interesting and pro-
fitable topic for further study.

The striing feature of the fatw____a on the role of the ulam_.___a is that it stipulates
not onl the responsibilities of the ulaa in their communities, but on the national
level as well. The "learned" are instructed to bring their influence to bear on the
leaders of all Islamic organizations and to urge all oslems to participate in Islamic
organizations. This reCognition of a new role for the ul_ama in view of the rise of
national Noslem organizations seems proof enough that the ulam_____a had their minds on
current problems during the Nedan conference. urther evident of this is the great
stress placed on general as well as religious education in the statement on Moslem
schools.

The place of the Ulama Conference in history is assured, for it was a unique
and significant event in the internal development of Islam. The immediate political
effect of the conference is harder to .uge. Many of my more westernized friends
in .edau do not even know that a conference took place; I am sure that tbeir ignorance
is shared by most nationlist intellectuals in Indonesian cities. The great contra-
diction in this situation is that the Plama Conference was strongly influenced--if not
actually guided--by modernist oslem thought, itself a product of the cities. Yet the
message of the conference is designed primarily for the rural villages where Islam
must find support in the political battles ahead.

No one has publically contested the right of the Ulama Conference to issue
fatwa to the Indonesian Moslem community as a whole, yet the conference roster shows
that only l of the 217 participants came from Java. Technically, thins fact does
not weaen the authority of the conference, for that authority is base on consent and
acceptance, in line with the usual practice in Islam. This geograohical disparity,
however, does highlight the disturbing trend toward a split between east and west in
cultural and oolitical matters in Indonesia. Islam’s greatest strength is in the ex-
treme west, and its greatest weakness is in East Indonesia. The political importance
oC tis fact may be brought into much sharper focus when and if a General Election
reveals te roots of political power in Indonesia.

The most striking proof of the otential effect of the conference instructions
cae in June, when the Attorney General--known as a member of PNI and a confident of
President Sukarno--issued an order forbidding the discussion of political matters in
mosoues an religious schools. The order was ouickly rescinded under a wave of oslem
protest, yet I think it stands as clear ’roof that Indonesian nationalists have the
reatest respct for te power of the ulama in rural Indonesia. The final test of
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teir influence will come during the Cneral Election, when the village people chose
to vote for or against the Mas.jumi Party. It will then be possible to see whether
Islam has indeed lost ground in Indonesia, or whether its development has merely
been accelerated on a nw level. In my opinion, the Ulama Conference of 1953 oresents
a picture of Islam growing rapidly toward unity and political consciuusness under
gene ral].y moderate leadership.

S+/-ncrely yours,

Boyd R, Compton.
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